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Internet of Things

A growing market opportunity for manufacturers and device makers

#1
The manufacturing industry is
where most Industrial IoT projects
are realized and where most
Industrial IoT investments
are made.2

15%
Percentage of all U.S. IoT
purchases that
manufacturing is expected to
account for in 2020.2

60%
Percentage of early movers in
manufacturing that say they are
using IoT solutions to improve
the reliability or performance
of products and services.2

Core challenges for ODMs and manufacturers
Productivity &
profitability

The fear among manufacturers that they will have to make huge
investments in new equipment to enable IoT solutions that can help them
reduce waste, improve efficiency, and lower operational costs, plus device
manufacturers’ constant struggle to find new services and revenue streams
to complement the sale of their hardware devices.

Time to market
and time to value

Slow time to market and time to value for IoT solutions due to long and
costly development cycles and the difficulty of moving IoT projects from
prototype to full deployment.

Cost &
complexity

The cost and complexity of developing IoT solutions, especially those with
advanced capabilities such as machine learning and artificial intelligence,
plus the difficulty of enabling and connecting legacy devices and brownfield
equipment in an IoT network.

Stratus Innovations Group Intelligent Factory Solution
Implement IoT and predictive maintenance faster, easier, and with less risk
Predictive maintenance
and connected field service

Reduced costs and less risk

Rapid time to market and
time to value

Predictive
maintenance
and connected
field service

Use the extensible machine learning engine to enable predictive
analytics and anticipate potential problems before they occur.
Easily transition from device health and process insights to predictive
analytics and preventive maintenance to reduce process outages and
production downtime.
Pinpoints the problem before it develops and enables manufacturer
to proactively dispatch a field technician to the right device with all of
the information they need to address the situation.
Supports large-scale requirements for real-time global operation
process support and connected field service.

Reduced costs
and less risk

Lowers both up-front provisioning cost and ongoing operational
costs to deliver exceptional ROI and reduce TCO.
Near zero risk of implementation project failure eliminates many
barriers and disincentives for IoT solution development and
deployment.
Supports hyperscale computing for easy scalability and
unrestricted growth.
Includes services that help devices efficiently and accurately
communicate telemetry data to the database.

Rapid time to
market and time
to value

The IoT Protocol Gateway Adapter offers incredibly fast time-to-market
and time-to-value by enabling manufacturers to quickly and easily
connect existing legacy devices to the IoT network
Easily ramp up a pilot or proof of concept (usually in 1-4 weeks) to
demonstrate overall functionality and move more quickly to production
and implementation
Ensure optimal communication and data transmission with software
adapters that connect disparate devices, controllers and HMIs to the
Azure IoT Hub
Plug into disparate device platforms and leverage the same solution for
multiple product lines and product offerings

Powered by Microsoft Azure

Built on Azure services, the Intelligent Factory solution provides the
security, remote management, and powerful analytics that manufacturers need

Ease of
connectivity

Flexibility and
scalability

Predictive
analytics

Data and
intelligence

Security and
management

‟

Our field techs are absolutely
amazed at the visibility we can
now provide on the health and
welfare of our laser devices.”
— COO, Global Device Manufacturer

In three weeks, a Southern California EPG manufacturer
went from concept to production of a deployed solution,
which was provided to global factory technicians. The
solution currently supports uploading device-log data
files to a central website. Future enhancements will
include uploading device telemetry automatically and
providing machine learning for predictive analytics. A key
benefit is the ability to use the same solution for
additional product lines and product offerings.

‟

We were impressed with how
quickly we could take our existing
customer devices and connect
them to the Azure IoT Hub to gain
real-time device telemetry data.”
— Lead Architect, Global Device Manufacturer

In just four weeks, a global manufacturer based in New
England went from concept to a fully functioning prototype,
providing its global management team with an industrial IoT
solution that supports a proprietary customer front-end UI/UX
tool for developing web and mobile device applications. A key
feature of the new solution is its ability to leverage device
communication code for the entire disparate device product
line, which has been expanding primarily due to corporate
merger-and-acquisition activities.

Next steps
→ Contact your Microsoft representative
→ To learn more about Stratus Innovations
Group solutions, or to contact Stratus
Innovations Group directly:
https://stratusinnovations.com/solutions
/intelligent-factory/

Enabling Remote Mgmt of Discrete Mfg HW
Stratus Innovations Reference Architecture (Components in white are to be added to complete the solution)
Edge Intelligence
Our unique adapter module is
easily compiled to add cloud
capabilities to your existing
devices, controllers and HMIs.
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Cloud Upload
Our software uploads key ops data
to the cloud so your team and
customers can keep equipment
operating at peak efficiency.

Cloud Services
Microsoft’s Azure cloud offers a
secure, scalable and resilient
platform for our solution and for
your customer’s data.
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Cloud Intelligence
Cloud modules provide a full view
of your equipment and how it’s
working for customers so you can
optimize results and reduce costs.
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Mgmt Experience
Our solution includes a web-based
management application and a full
API that allows for custom features
and integration with your systems.
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